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Basketball: It’s not all about the score
The 2019 basketball season at LaSalle, Albany is one of
comebacks and teamwork. Staff and board attending have
been very impressed with the maturity of our team - win
or lose. Executive Director David Wallace congratulated
the team after their first game saying it was incredible to
watch. “Each and every one of our players gave it their
all and made an terrific comeback. While winning always
feels good, I was impressed with their sportsmanship and
skill on the court.”
Visit www.lasalle-school.org for more photos >>

Ablohn, Ellis to keynote 2019 ACEs
On May 7, 2019, the sixth annual Capital Region Symposium on Adverse Childhood Experiences, Trauma and Response will be held at the Empire State Plaza’s Egg (Hart
Theatre). Keynoting will be J. Stuart Ablohn, Ph.D and
Wendy Ellis, Ph.D. Both are noted in the field of psychology. Registration expected to open in March 2019.
Watch www.lasalle-school.org for more details >>

LV Lackey: The Power of Relationship
Two Lasallian Volunteers - Krystiana Schaffer and Christopher Lackey - have taken LaSalle, Albany by storm
lending their talents to the intake and admissions process
and the recreation so critical to building resilience in our
youth. Most recently, Mr. Lackey wrote about his experiences as an LV at LaSalle, Albany. Provocative and
thoughtful, ‘The Power of Relationship’ is Chris’ take on
life at LaSalle through the eyes of one Lasallian Volunteer.
Turn the page to read the entire story >>

Brother Visitor comes to LaSalle School
It was a very chilly winter day when Brother Visitor Dennis Lee, FSC came to LaSalle for a day of conversation
with staff and guided tour by our students. Very attune to
youth, their needs as they relate to the mission of St. John
Baptist de LaSalle, he spent considerable time on January
11th learning more about LaSalle, Albany and the teamwork contributing to the agency’s mission, including the
Catholic Women’s Service League.
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The Power of Relationships by Christopher Lackey
“Life takes a little time and a lot of relationship.”

– William P. Young, The Shack

One of the moments in college—when I was pulled out of my immature way of viewing the world—was when I had to
accept the fact that we will never have world peace. Let that sink in. As Catholics, we believe it is because we are all
sinful. I believe anyone can look at how many people are in the world and see that getting all 7.5 billion to agree on
something is a nearly impossible feat. I mean eventually Jesus will come and he will save the world and bring about world
peace but what do we do until then? It has been 2000 years so I’m not counting on that being tomorrow. So, what do we
do? We try anyway.
Most people can look back on their life and point to a specific time when their life was changed. In most of these cases,
you can find a person who was central to that change. Most teachers can point to a teacher that inspired them, most
Christian Brothers that I have met chose to become a Brother because of the influence of one on their life. One of the
easiest examples is marriage, their lives were forever changed because of the other. Relationships are powerful. I believe
they are super powerful, and we all have this superpower. I have learned this since becoming a Lasallian Volunteer. A day
at my position at LaSalle School consists of sitting in the lunchroom for an hour, getting a game ready, playing the game,
playing another game in the evening, taking students to church, and going to do off-campus activities with them. That is
what it looks like I am doing. From the moment I step out my door and walk across the parking lot, I am constantly
growing and creating relationships with each one of my students. These students have been broken by relationships.
People close to them have torn them down and not cared for them the way they needed and deserved. So, my job, as my
professor in college told me, is to get to know them.

“If anything matters then everything matters. Because you are important, everything you do is important.
Every time you forgive, the universe changes; every time you reach out and touch a heart or a life, the world
changes; with every kindness and service, seen or unseen, my purposes are accomplished and nothing will be
the same again.”
– William P. Young, The Shack
Another thing I have learned since being at LaSalle School, is how delicate these students lives are. If one student who
suffers from depression is not given the relationship he needs, he may end his own life. If another student who is
emotionally and cognitively delayed is not given the relationship they need, then when they leave our school they may
become homeless and never meet another person who cares about them. If a student who sexually acts out because he was
sexually abused does not get the relationship he needs, when he leaves LaSalle he may end up harming another person’s
life and his own. We have the power to affect change in their lives. As the quote above states, when we reach out to
another person, the world changes. It may not seem like it but if you have ever had the privilege of being that person for
someone, then you may at least see that person’s world change. The reality is most of the time we will not see the fruits
of our labors, we will not see how our relationship affected them, but we try anyway. We have the power to affect the
world. The best part is we do not have to be Martin Luther King or Gandhi or Nelson Mandela to do it. We just have to be
a brother or sister to those around us, to give people the time of day, and if we do that we will change the world. We are
superheroes, all of us have the ability to be super. All it takes is a little time and a lot of relationship.
Chris Lackey is a first-year volunteer serving at LaSalle School in Albany, NY. He is a graduate of Saint Mary’s University
of Minnesota
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State assembly, school district staffers join LaSalle staff to learn more about brain science

